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What Is Artificial Silk?

We all probably know that silk is a strong, soft but expensive material 
spun from the threads made by silkworms. Long ago, the daughter of  a 
Chinese Emperor found white caterpillars eating her father’s mulberry 
trees. She unwound a thread from a cocoon and was the first to discover 
silk.

It is fun to keep the silkworm caterpillars, providing you have access to 
a mulberry tree, as these caterpillars feed on its leaves. You can then 
watch the silkworm spin cocoons which are made of  silk.

In 1883, Sir Joseph Swan found a way of  making silk artificially. Just as 
the silkworm caterpillar ejects fluid through spinnerets into the air which 
turn solid, so Sir Joseph squirted an emulsion of  cellulose nitrate in acetic 
acid through minute holes into alcohol. This thread was inflammable, so 
it had to be treated with ammonium sulphide to make it safe.

The process of  making artificial silk has improved since it was first 
invented over a hundred years ago. Today, the silk thread can be made 
as fine as that of  the silkworm and is much cheaper to produce.
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Foreword

Excellence in Reading Skills Year 5 is the fifth of
six books aimed at primary children to help improve 
their reading and vocabulary. Students are 
presented with an interesting study passage 
based on questions which may puzzle them.

Hopefully, students’ general knowledge will
increase as they work through the series.

At Year 5, pupils are required to read and 
search for answers in the text. Questions
involving a basic knowledge of grammar are
introduced. Students also practice writing 
sentences correctly, and are required to create a
sentence relevant to each text.  

The Answers section is placed in the middle of 
the book so it can be removed by a teacher or 
parent.

Peter Howard
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1 Was the score one all before the final rubber? ……………...

2 Did Australia win by seven runs? ……………...

3 What was the name of an English bowler? ……………...

4 Who was the Australian wicket keeper? ……………...

5 Which word means ‘a person of great skill or energy’?……………...

6 Which word means the same as ‘show’? ……………...

7 Which word means ‘a score of four or six at cricket’? ……………...

8 Which word means ‘put in’? ……………...

9 Write the adjectives in the first sentence.

 ……………………………………………………………………………….

10 Prepositions are little words that begin phrases. In the last  

 paragraph the same three prepositions begin phrases. Write this little 

word.  ……………...

11 Write the first sentence again, putting the conjunction ‘when’ in

  the middle.

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

12 Complete this sentence explaining where the ‘Ashes’ are kept. 

 Your sentence must contain an adjective used in the story. Underline this 

adjective.

 The Ashes ……………………………………………………………………

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….SAM
PLE
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What Are ‘The Ashes’?

When the Australian cricket team came to England in 1882, they had a 
very strong side. Spofforth was the ‘Demon Bowler’ and Blackham was 
a superb wicket keeper.

There were only three test matches played. Both sides had won a test and 
the final one was being played to decide the rubber. After some exciting 
cricket, England were playing their last innings. They needed seven runs 
to win. They had one good batsman left, Studd, and a bowler who came 
in as the last man. The bowler, Peate, had only to block the ball and let 
Studd hit the run.

Studd suddenly decided to swing at the ball and score a boundary. He 
was out! Australia had won. Afterwards, in a weekly sporting paper, a 
death notice was inserted:

“In affectionate remembrance of  English Cricket, died on August 19, 
1882. The body will be cremated and the Ashes taken to Australia.” 

The stumps used in the game were burned and the ashes were collected 
and placed in an urn. This urn is on display at the famous Lord’s Cricket 
Ground in England. Ever since then, a series played between Australia 
and England is not called a ‘rubber’ but the ‘Ashes’.
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Why Do We Dream?

The brain has many parts. When you dream, the main thinking part of  
your brain is asleep but another part is active. This part works on events 
that have happened in the past and creates all kinds of  stories in your 
mind that would not happen in real life.

Some parts of  the brain never stop because they control your breathing 
and other actions in the body whilst you sleep. If  you go to bed after a 
meal the brain makes sure that everything is working properly to digest 
the food.

Sometimes, if  you have eaten something that disagrees with you, your 
stomach becomes upset, and this may cause you to have a nightmare! 

Nightmares are frightening dreams. They are not pleasant and they 
usually wake you up and interrupt your sleeping pattern. The next day 
you are likely to feel tired.
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1 Can dust in the air prevent you seeing stars? ……………...

2 Are telescopes built in valleys between hills? ……………...

3 In which country is Mount Palomar? ……………...

4 Which star was filmed by Hale’s camera?  ……………...

5 Which word means ‘happens’? ……………...

6 Which word means ‘a mixture of gases that surround the Earth’?   

……………...

7 Which word means ‘a scientist who studies stars and planets’?   

……………...

8 Which word means ‘made up’ or ‘thought of’? ……………...

9 Look at the first sentence in the last paragraph.

 Write the adjective in its simplest form. ……………...

10 The third sentence in the first paragraph has

 two parts. Write the joining word. ……………...

11 Proofread the sentence below. Write it again correctly. There are

  words that need capitals. Insert one comma. The ‘Sun’ here is a proper  

noun, being the name of a star.

scientists study the bright burning sun from mount palomar
 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

12 Write a long sentence about a night when the sky was very clear   

as you looked at the stars. Begin with ‘One night’.

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….
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Are There More Stars on Some Nights than on Others?

There are not more stars on some nights than on others, but we see more. 
What really occurs is that the state of  the atmosphere or space above 
us, is not always the same. Sometimes there are clouds in the sky which 
hide the stars. But even when there are no clouds, you may only be able 
to see the brightest stars.

The air above us may contain more dust than usual so that the less bright 
stars cannot be seen. Even the temperature where you are standing can 
have some effect on how well you see the stars.

In order to look at the stars, scientists use large telescopes built on top 
of  mountains or in places where the air is not affected by smoke or dust. 
The higher the telescope, the less amount of  air that the light from the 
stars has to pass through before it reaches the astronomer or the camera 
lens.

Two of  the largest telescopes are at observatories in California, America. 
One is on Mount Wilson and the other on Mount Palomar. The Americans 
named them the ‘Hale Observatories’ after George E. Hale, who invented 
a special camera to film the Sun.
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1 Is your brain made up of different parts? ………………

2 Can something you have eaten cause a bad dream? ………………

3 What do we call a frightening dream?  a…………….

4 What controls your breathing?  ………………

5 Which word means ‘to break up food’? ………………

6 Which word means the opposite of ‘awake’? ………………

7 Are your dreams based on events of the past or events of  

the future?  the ………....…..

8  Circle the synonym (word that means the same) of the word ‘interrupt’ in 

the last paragraph.

annoy spoil disturb continue
9 Write the first common noun in the opening sentence. ……………

10 Write the adjective in the last sentence which tells us

 which day.   ………………

11  Use the words below to make a sentence. Begin with a capital letter and 

end with a full stop.

not a time long dreams last do
 …………………………………………………………………………………

12  Write a sentence with two parts joined by the conjunction ‘and’. Tell 

about a strange dream you had. Use an adjective and underline it.

 ……….………………………………………………………………………

 …..……………………………………………………………………………

 SAM
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Why Does a Bee Sting?

Only rarely do bees attack anyone unless they 
have been provoked. As a rule, they sting only 
when people try to kill them or drive them away. 
Then they become alarmed and use, in self  
defense, the weapons that nature has given 
them.

The sting is really fine, sharp, barbed tube 
through which a drop of  poison can be 
injected. It is the worker bee that stings.

We often hear that a bee can only sting once and then it dies. What 
generally happens, is that a person who is stung, instantly knocks the 
offending bee away, tearing the sting from its body. This prevents the 
insect from withdrawing its sting naturally. The bee is so badly injured 
that it dies.

So, it is true to say that a bee can sting as often as we allow  
it, if  we do not pull the stinger away from its body. 
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1 Do our faces really become cold? ……………...

2 Are there people who have never worn shoes? ……………...

3 What part of the body gives us the feeling of hot or cold? ……………...

4 What sort of noises do we hear less in the country than in the city? 

……………...

5 Which word could be interchanged with ‘used’? ……………...

6 Which word means ‘uncovered or open to’? ……………...

7 Which word means ‘understand fully’? ……………...

8 Which word means ‘take off’? ……………...

9 The first sentence of the second paragraph has three parts. Write the 

two joining words in the order they appear. ……………...   ……………...

10 The last sentence has two pronouns – ‘they’ and ‘their’. These    

words stand for the same adjective and a noun. Write them.

 adjective ……………...   noun ……………...

11 Proofread the sentence below which has four mistakes. Write it correctly. 

would a Eskimo feal the cold less than you
 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

12 Write a sentence beginning with ‘When’ about a time you felt    

really cold.

 ………………………………………………………………………………….

 ………………………………………………………………………………….SAM
PLE
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Answers
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49 1 yes    2 yes    3 chemical    4 recycling    5 centuries    6 papyrus 7 newsprint    8 rags     

9 from wood    10 adjective    11 Paper can be thick, thin, plain or coloured.     

12 parent or teacher to correct

51 1 no    2 yes    3 clay    4 oceans    5 microbes    6 eventually    7 empty     8 irrigation     

9 Earth    10 heat    11 Rain does not have time to soak into the land when it is heavy.     

12 parent or teacher to correct

53 1 yes    2 yes    3 nerves    4 traffic    5 accustomed    6 exposed    7 realise     8 remove     

9 and, but    10 country people    11 Would an Eskimo feel the cold less than you?     

12 parent or teacher to correct

55 1 yes    2 no    3 America    4 Sun    5 occurs    6 atmosphere       7astronomer    8 invented    

9 large    10 which    11 Scientists study the bright, burning Sun from Mount Palomar.     

12 parent or teacher to correct

57 1 yes    2 no    3 Peate    4 Blackham    5 demon    6 display    7 boundary      8 inserted     

9 Australian, cricket, strong     10 in    11 The Australian cricket team had a very strong side 

when they came to England in 1882.    12 parent or teacher to correct

59 1 no    2 yes    3 mulberry    4 alcohol    5 emulsion    6 ejects 7 inflammable    8 cocoons    

9 probably    10 strong, soft, expensive     11 She unwinds the thread from a cocoon and is 

the first to discover silk.    12 parent or teacher to correct
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Answers
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Page

7 1 yes    2 yes    3 nightmare    4 brain    5 digest    6 sleep    7 past     8 disturb    9 brain 

10 next    11 Dreams do not last a long time. 12 parent or teacher to correct

9 1 no    2 yes    3 worker    4 poison    5 provoked    6 prevents     7 withdrawing    8 yes 

9 rarely    10 unless    11 Bees sometimes sting painfully, but they always make honey. 

12 parent or teacher to correct

11 1 yes    2 no    3 six    4 insects    5 two    6 vision    7 smaller     8 compound    9 because  

10 directly, behind    11 Most insects and ants have large compound eyes. 

12 parent or teacher to correct

13 1 yes    2 no    3 creaking    4 frame    5 similar    6 smaller    7 cooler 8 house-breaker     

9 question    10 heard, was    11 Have you heard creaking in your house at night?     

12 parent or teacher to correct

15 1 yes    2 no    3 plane    4 millions    5 delivered    6 safely    7 mail carriers    8 overseas     

9 America    10 Because    11 Because letters go by air overseas they cost more. 

12 parent or teacher to correct

17 1 no    2 no    3 yes    4 bone    5 decay    6 fresh    7 healing    8 darkness     9 never     

10 but    11 I saw Helen break her arm when she fell. 

 12 parent or teacher to correct

19 1 no    2 star    3 Earth, Venus    4 star    5 reflects    6 orbits    7 distant 8 steady 

9 glowing    10 brightly    11 Venus looks like a bright star in the sky. 

12 parent or teacher to correctSAM
PLE
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